MRI features of skeletal muscle lymphoma.
The purpose of this study was to assess the MRI findings of skeletal muscle lymphoma. MR images of pathologically proven lymphoma of skeletal muscle in 20 patients were retrospectively reviewed for the presence or absence of individual imaging findings. Nine patients had primary muscle lymphoma, and 11 patients had muscle metastasis from systemic lymphoma. The initial manifestation of skeletal muscle lymphoma was a muscle mass in 15 patients (75%) and abnormal muscle signal intensity in five patients (25%). Muscle enlargement was found in all cases. Long segmental involvement with orientation of the tumor along muscle fascicles was found in 15 patients (75%). Seventeen patients (85%) had traversing vessels within involved muscles. All of the tumors had equal to slightly increased signal intensity compared with normal muscle on T1-weighted images and intermediate signal intensity compared with fat on T2-weighted images. Among the 19 patients who underwent contrast-enhanced imaging, skeletal muscle lymphoma exhibited diffuse homogeneous enhancement in 13 patients (68%), predominantly peripheral thick bandlike enhancement in four patients (21%), and marginal septal enhancement in two patients (11%). Thick irregular enhancement of both deep and superficial fascia was found in 16 patients (84%), and one patient (5%) had deep enhancement only. Subcutaneous stranding was found in 16 patients (80%) and skin thickening in four patients (20%). Skeletal muscle lymphoma has distinctive MRI features that help differentiate it from other soft-tissue tumors and tumorlike lesions.